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FOREWORD
Development of district disaster management plan is the primary mandate of District Disaster
Management Authority (DDMA) as per the National Disaster Management Act, 2005. Districts
level authorities to develop a comprehensive and holistic disaster management plan to negate
the impact of the disasters on the communities to facilitate and effective response to the
disaster and to facilitate holistic disaster management through integration of mitigation,
preparedness and DRR measures into development process.
India has different geographical characteristics and hazard scenarios in different
regions whichbecomes more complex due to varied socio-economical settings. For each
scenario, the Plan would be different to effectively deal with the complexities of the region.
Therefore, Jammuand Kashmir State Disaster Management Authority always advocated that
for differentscenarios and contexts model DDMPs should be made which would serve as
guidance forsimilarly vulnerable Districts.
Baramulla district was chosen due to its multi hazard profile of recurrence of floods,
drought, earthquake (Zone-V), landslides, fire incidents, avalanches, harsh winters, storms and
the prevalence of socio-economic vulnerabilities.
I appreciate the efforts of District Advisory Committee, Baramulla and Sphere India for drafting
the guidelines in line with the guiding principles through proactive participation. I would also
like to appreciate the guidance of district key officials and other subject experts in this
endeavor.
I am extremely pleased with the deep involvement, support and cooperation of various
stakeholders from community, line departments and other important groups in the
preparation of the DDMP.
I am hopeful that the District Disaster Management Plan would enable the district authorities
and stakeholders to better prepare for Disaster, manage Disaster, mitigate risk and minimize
adverse impact of Disaster.
Baramulla
Chairman
District Disaster Management Authority
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DDMP is divided into the following main volumes:
Volume-1: DRR AND MITIGATION PLAN:This volume (also referred as Green Book) enlists the
specific actions to be taken during non-disaster time for DRR and mitigation measures. This
includes mainstreaming of DRR into development; capacity building; Functional continuity
actions; and Emergency Preparedness. This also enlists various structural and non- structural
as well as hazard specific mitigation measures and strategies.
This volume also give details in context of Baramulla district which includes general situation;
Hazard, Vulnerability & Capacity Analysis; Problem Analysis; Micro analysis of villages'
vulnerability; DDMP development Strategy; and Stakeholders analysis. This particular section is
specifically useful to you if you are new to the district and like to understand the general
situation, history, and broader context of the district.
It also covers details of the various institutions at district level & their roles / responsibilities in
disaster management. This also gives information on good practices like ESF, IRS, URS, DMT
and QRT etc. for coordination and integration among different stakeholders. This volume
alsodescribes the linkages with other districts, divisions, state and national level as per the
level of disaster and the emerging needs. Implementation of plan; the responsibility and
accountability; financial provisions; and follow-up actions at different levels are also
describedin this volume.
Volume-2: DISTRICT RESPONSE PLAN:This volume (also referred as Red Book) enlists the
specific actions to be performed at district level in case of any disaster situation. The key
response actions are divided into various phases including Actions on Receipt of Early Warning;
Response Activation; Relief and Response; Deactivation of Response; and Recovery Actions
along with enlisting disaster specific contingency actions. This also covers setting up of Field
EOC.
Volume-3: CHECKLISTS, FORMATS AND RESOURCE DATABASE: There is a separate
compilation of useful checklists, assessment formats and database of resources available in the
district along with the contact lists etc. This can be referred as and when required.
Volume-4: SPECIFIC ACTION PLANS FOR DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS:Apart from the above
main volumes, there are specific action plans prepared for different stakeholders at
variouslevels. There are specific action plans for line departments, Gram Panchayat
levelcommittees, and other key non-govt stakeholders at district level. These action plans are
compiled in two separate booklets for each stakeholder groups. These booklets are, (1)
RedBook – for response actions during emergencies, and (2) Green Book – for DRR and
mitigation actions during non-emergency period.
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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NSV

:

National Service Volunteer

NYK

:

Nehru Yuva Kendra
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:

Onsite Emergency Operational Center

PDS

:

Public Distribution Shop

PHC

:

Primary Health Center

PHED

:

Public Health Engineering Department

PMRF

:

Prime Minister Relief Fund

Q&A

:
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QRT

:

Quick Response Team

SDMP

:

State Disaster Management Plan

SDRF

:

State Disaster Response Force/Relief Fund

SHG

:

Self Help Group

SME

:

Small and Medium Enterprise

SOP

:

Standard Operating Procedure

SP

:

Superintendent of Police

SSA

:

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan

UN

:

United Nations

URS

:

Unified Response Strategy

VKC

:

Village Knowledge Center

WASH

:

Water Sanitation and Hygiene
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Introduction
Disaster management has been an evolving discipline particularly in India over last
onedecade. With increasing frequency and intensity of disasters and large number of
peoplecoming in their way, the subject needs a more systematic attention and a
plannedapproach.
National disaster management Act, 2005 provides mandate for development
ofcomprehensive disaster management plan at national, state and district level. Inparticular,
there is a need to have a comprehensive plan at district level which is thecutting edge level for
implementation of all policy guidelines and strategies.
A lot of efforts have been going on for development of plans at different levels
bydifferent agencies. In the absence of standard framework and process guidelines, theearly
experiments with development of district disaster management plan have beenvery useful to
build experience and validate it from the direct application duringdisasters. There is a lot of
variation in the existing plans and the analysis of existing plansshows different plans has
different strengths. They act as good source of informationabout the district collected in one
place and is a rich source of knowledge on aspects ofdisaster management in the country.
However, these documents largely remain limitedto knowledge and information manuals
rather than practical action plans for thestakeholders. Further, since there have been little
involvement of stakeholders indevelopment of these plans, there has been little awareness
about them and itremained as an administrative document, rarely used in pre disaster or post
disastersituation.
There has also been a significant change in our understanding of disaster
managementfrom Global to grassroots levels in last few years. Hyogo Framework for Action
and laterNational Disaster Management Act in 2005 brought a paradigm shift in
disastermanagement from a reactive relief based approach to a more proactive disaster
riskreduction approach. The evolving understanding of the subject of disaster
management,lessons learnt from the existing plans and the mandate provided by National
DisasterManagement Act, 2005 to DDMA's to develop comprehensive disaster
managementplan provides an excellent opportunity to develop some modal plans and a
standardprocess for development of district disaster management plans for replication
indifferent parts of the country.
Sphere India, National Coalition of Humanitarian Agencies in the country,
incollaboration with DDMA, SDMA initiated the process to develop a Disaster Management
plan for Baramulla district of Jammu and Kashmir. The table below illustrates thetimeline and
process followed for the same.
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Process Timeline
Steps

Description

Timeline
(to be finalized by DDMA)
8th Jan

1.

Consultation at District Level

2.

Desk Research and Gap analysis

10 days

3.

HVCA Analysis

10 days

4.

DDMP Draft -1

30 days

5.

Online review and editing

7 Days

6.

DDMP Draft -2

7 Days

7.

Sharing of Draft version and including
inputs
Designing and Printing

10 days

Submission of DDMP to District
Administration.

7 Days

8.
9.

7 Days

Objectives of the Plan:
Vision: The vision of this plan is to enable disaster resilient development in Baramulla and
continuity of services essential for life and dignity of citizens during disaster and non-disaster
situations.
The key objectives of developing this plan are:
1. To analyze the geography, social, political and economic context of Baramulla from
disaster management lens.
2. To analyze current development problems and it's linkage with past disasters and
hazards in the state.
3. To identify areas vulnerable to different natural and manmade hazards
4. To know underlying risks and develop action plans for different stakeholders for risk
reduction.
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5. To build awareness among different stakeholders by their direct engagement with
development of disaster management plan and establishing a process for regular up
gradation of it in future.
6. To introduce innovation and good practice in institutional mechanism at state level to
make it an integrated and coordinated plan at all levels.
7. To develop action plans for different stakeholders (Communities, Govt. Line
departments and other stakeholder groups) for disaster risk reduction, emergency
response and recovery actions.
8. To suggest mitigation measures to be adopted by different stakeholders for the risks
identified in the district.

Objectives of the Plan:
PRINCIPLES OF PLANNING
As planning being a continuous process, the planners and authorities shall consider following
principles in implementation and future revision of the plan:
1. Comprehensiveness: Take into account all hazards, all phases, all stakeholders and all
impact relevant to disasters.
2. Progressive: Anticipate future disasters and take preventive and preparatory measures
to build disaster resilient communities.
3. Risk-driven: Use sound risk management principles (hazard identification, risk analysis
and impact analysis) in assigning priorities and resources.
4. Integrated: Ensure utility of efforts among all levels of government and other
stakeholders.
5. Collaborative: Create and sustain effective relationships among individuals and
agencies to develop a common platform for convergence of all stakeholders and
common processes for unity of efforts by all stakeholders.
6. Flexible: Use creative and innovative approaches in solving disaster challenges.
7. Professional: Value a science and knowledge based approach based on education,
training, experience, ethical practice, public stewardship, accountability and continuous
improvement.
Who is this plan for?
The authority and responsibility for developing, implementing and regular up gradation of this
plan lies with District Disaster Management Authority. However, the process is collectively
owned by all stakeholder groups and advisory committees. The roles and responsibilities of
these stakeholder groups are illustrated in separate volumes linked with this plan.
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This plan is to be used by the key authorities and departments at district such as DDMA, DEOC,
DDMC, the Line departments etc. Further, the plan as specific action plans for other
stakeholders as well which include the Gram Panchayat committees and the key non-govt.
stakeholders.

1. Context Analysis
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BARAMULLA DISTRICT CONTEXT ANALYSIS
1. General Information
Baramulla a picturesque town situated at 34.0 34’0 N longitude and 74. 0 45’ 0 E latitude,
extending over an area of 4190 sq. km is one of the 22 districts in Jammu and Kashmir State in
northern India. The town is located on the either banks of river Jhelum, about 55 Kms away
from the capital city of Srinagar. The city of Baramulla, held the position of a gate-way to the
valley as it was located on the route to the Valley from Muzaffarabad, now in POK, and
Rawalpindi, now in Pakistan. The district has three diverse geographical, socio-cultural and
economic zones. Thus the nature of hazard also varies. Lake shore region is prone to floods, the
foothills are affected by landslides, soil erosion, debris flow, flash floods and high mountains
experience snow avalanches & harsh winters, border areas suffer from cross border firing &
shelling. Earthquake and fire are constant hazards in these socio-economically vulnerable
regions.
1.1 Political and Administrative
Baramulla district comprises of 08 tehsils which are further divided into 12 blocks. It has 07
assembly constituencies, viz., Uri, Rafiabad, Sopore, Sangrama, Baramulla, Gulmarg and Pattan.
District

Division
Tehsils

No.
8

Blocks

12

Baramulla

Names
Baramulla, Pattan, Sopore, Tangmarg,
Rohama (Rafiabad), Boniyar, Keerri and
Uri
Uri, Rohama, Rafiabad, Zaingeer,
Sopore, Boniyar, Baramulla, Tangmarg,
Singpora, Pattan, Wagoora and Kunzer

The district have 18 naibats, 130 pathwarhalqas, 537 revenue villages and 18 educational zones.
1.2 Geography
Baramulla district lies in north-western Himalayan region. It is the largest district in the entire
valley both with reference to the population and an area of 4190 Sq. Kms. The district is
bounded by Kupwara in the North and West, Budgam and Poonch in the South, Bandipora
District in the North East and Neelum District (POK) in the North. Baramulla district has
distinction of having geographical diversity as it has in its jurisdiction, sub temperate / subtropical areas. Most of area in the district is hilly terrainwhere one part of the district falls on
the banks of Wular lake- the largest fresh water lake in Asia.
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Map of Baramulla District
1.3
Climate
The Climate of the district is Temperate cum Mediterranean type (severe cold climate in winter
and a pleasant weather in summer). The average minimum and maximum temperature varies
from –5°C to 32°C. The winter season starts from the middle of November and severe winter
conditions continues till the middle of February/March. In the higher reaches the temperature
remains cold throughout the year. Thedistrict receives an average annual precipitation of about
1270 mm in the form of rain and snow. Almost all parts of the district experience snowfall
during winters. Gulmarg receive heavy snowfall during winter seasonin comparison to other
places.
1.4
Demographics
According to the 2011 census, Baramulla district has a population of 1,008,039 of which male
and female were 534,733 and 473,306 respectively. The district has a population density of 238
inhabitants per sq. km. Its population growth rateover the decade 2001-2011 was 19.45 %.
Baramulla has a sex ratio of 885 females for every1000 males, and a literacy rate of 64.63%.
1.5
Society and Culture
The city of Baramulla, held the position of a gate-way to the valley as it is located on the route
to the Valley from Muzaffarabad (POK), and Rawalpindi (Pakistan). As such, a number of
prominent visitors such as HeiunT'Sang, Moorcraft, and the British historian have visited
Baramulla.Mughal Emperors had special fascination for Baramulla, being the gate way of the
valley, it was a halting station for them during their visits to the Valley. The district is a melting
pot for several ethnicities, cultures, traditions and languages.
Ethnicities: Kashmiris, Gujjars and Paharis
Languages:The commonly used language is Kashmiri, followed by Gujari, Hindi, and Punjabi.
1.6
Economy
The local economy mostly hinges on the subsistence. The main sources of livelihoods
areagriculture, horticulture, animal husbandry, fishing, daily wage laborers and handicrafts
artisans including carpet weavers. The main crops include Shaly (Rice), Macca (maize),wheat
and barley. Horticulture (apple orchards, peaches, plum, strawberries and dry fruits et al.),
floriculture and sericulture are undertaken mainly by economically well-off households. Mining
is also a growing source of employment.
The existence of “middle man” in sectors such as fishing, agriculture, animal husbandry and
carpet weaving/handicraft have kept the poor communities marginalized and dependent. These
communities are dependent on the middle men for access to raw material and for markets.
1.7
Technological
The technological progress in Baramulla is very low. There are few micro small scale enterprises
(who make pickles, jam, spices etc.). The district have 1 silk worm breeding unit at Mir Gund,
Pattan. The land use in district is highly reliant on the traditional agriculture practices. Even
though the region has high potential for industries based on agriculture, horticulture,
18

sericulture and livestock & fisheries. The produce is most often not processed due to the lack of
processing units and storage facilities.

2. Hazard Vulnerability Capacity Analysis (HVCA)
Baramulla is divided into three diverse geographical, cultural and economic zones. Where basic
facilities and infrastructure varies across the district because of its geography, for example
foothills relatively have better access to facilities as compared to the lakeshore and the hill
settlements
I.
II.
III.

Wular lakeshore area
Baramulla Foothills
Baramulla High Mountains

2.1 Wular Lakeshore Region
The Wular Lake plays an important role in the hydrographic regime of Kashmir valley by acting as a huge
absorption basin for flood waters. The lake has been designated as a Wetland of International
Importance under Ramsar Convention in 1990. “Lack of understanding of the values and functions of
Wular Lake and its associated wetlands have led to conversion of its large area for agriculture,
settlements, plantations and other developmental activities.” The lake area has shrunken by 45%
(154.74 sq. km to 86.71 kms) and 70 % of the area under marshes has been converted into agriculture
and plantations. This expansion of villages in Wular has led to water pollution and reduction of water
holding capacity of lake resulting in frequent floods.

WULAR LAKE WATERSHED
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Land use changes in and around Wular Lake:
The gradual increase in marshes, social forestry and plantation, agricultural lands and illegal encroachments has reduced the original size of
Wular Lake.

Land Use Categories
Water
Marsh
Plantation
Agriculture
Settlements
Associated Marshes

Area (sq. km)
1911
2007
91.29
75.23
66.45
11.48
0.66
27.30
0.38
44.25
0.43
0.95
159.21
159.21
58.67
17.67
217.88
176.88

Net Change
in Land use
-16.06
-54.97
26.64
43.87
0.52
-41.00
-41.00

Hazard Vulnerability and Capacity Analysis (HVCA) for Wular Lakeshore Region

AREA

HAZARDS

CONTEXT
The livelihoods Wular lakeshore are primarily fishing and subsistence
agriculture.

ECONOMIC/
LIVELIHOODS

FLOODS

1.

Fishing and aquatic products: Livelihoods of lakeshore
communities are primarily dependent on lake resources, including
fish and aquatic vegetation such as Singhara/Trapa (Water
chestnuts), Nadru (Lotus stems), Nan and Khur (swamp grass used
as fodder). Both men and women are depended on fishing. The
male members catch the fish and other lake products and women

VULNERABLITIES
Decline in Wular lake
resource base and
limited opportunities
for livelihood
diversification have
led to poverty and
reduced quality of
life of communities.

EXISTING CAPACITY
 WUCMA Plan of
Action
 Fisheries
Department
 Fishermen’s
Association
 Social Protection
Scheme for
Fishermen
20

of the family undertake marketing and related operations.

2.

Loss of livelihoods
and income: Floods
pollution
and
siltation of Wular
depletes the variety,
quantity and quality
of
fishes/aquatic
vegetation and make
them inedible.1
Fishing nets and
boats
gets
destroyed.

(supported by
Dept. of Social
Welfare)
 Boats with every
Mahigir
(fishermen)
household.
 Singhara/Trapa
processing
machines.
 Lifesaving skills in
fishing villages swimming and
boat-rowing.
Carpet Weaving: Carpet weaving is concentrated primarily in the The carpet weavers Generational skills in
economically poor villages of Shia community. The carpet weavers remain
a
poor carpet weaving and
earn 50 - 150 Rs per day depending on their age and gender. The community as they other skills such as
child labour earns less than adults.
lack access to credit, Pashmina shawl and
market
and embroidery.
insurance. They get
exploited by middle
men engaged in the
business chain. In
some cases weavers
have to pay to the
middle men for the
loss and damage to
the
loom
raw
material and ready
products destroyed
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during the disasters.
This
forces
the
weavers into the
cycle
of
indebtedness.
3.

HAILSTORMS/
EPIDEMICS

SOCIAL

Extraction of Silt: Silt is extracted and sold for construction.

Planned desiltation
helps to dredge nalas
while giving source of
livelihoods.
4. Subsistence Agriculture: Shali(rice) is the staple crop in Wular
Most persons engage KrishiVigyan Kendra
region.
in agriculture for
Crop Insurance
subsistence farming. schemes by
Farming is done
government.
seasonally during
summer months.
5. Horticulture: Horticulture activities such as orchard plantations
Horticulture is
Separate
are an important source of cash income.
severely affected by
departments each for
hailstorms and
Horticulture
epidemics.
Floriculture and
It also impacts the
Sericulture
employment of the
daily wage labourers
employed in the
orchards.
Wular region is mainly inhabited by hanjis /mahigirs (fishermen) and Child labour increase Schemes by Social
carpet weavers. The carpet weaving industry depends on child labour. after disasters.
Welfare Department
Child labour is also used for sand mining and household chores.
Due to lack of PWD
Halshari (
Not all the Differently-able persons have been identified or provided
suited infrastructure, Strong network of
with the certificates.
facilities and lack of
mosque/
empathy, these
infrastructure and
groups suffer the
facilities. Motivated
most.
religious NGOs such as
Dar- ul –Ilm , Islamic
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ENVIRONMENT

STRUCTURAL

POLLUTION
OF JHELUM

ILLEGAL
ENCROCHMENTS
AND POOR
QUALITY
HOUSING

There is visible lack
of waste
management plants
to treat solid and
liquid waste.
A large number of
households
use
unfiltered
water
from
nalas/river
Jhelum.
The lack of hygiene
awareness and dirty
environment lead to
frequent outbreaks
of water borne
diseases.
 The increase in population, horizontal growth and illegal The settlements built
encroachment towards Wular Lake has shrunken the lake. Houses inside the Wular lake
are endangered by
and farms have been built inside Wular Lake.
 Sanitation is a major problem in the lake shore villages. There is a floods.
severe lack of toilettes in some villages. People go for open
Almost no public
defection.
toilettes, dustbins or
sewage system.
Prevalence of water
borne diseases such
as Jaundice, typhoid
 Medical waste from hospital, carcasses of dead animals, sewage,
fecal matter and inorganic waste from villages, chemicals such as
dishwashing liquids, soaps, cleaning solutions, household waste
and fertilizers are drained into Wular Lake.
 Inadequate sanitation facilities and open defecation has worsened
the health and hygiene.

Relief and IGSSS.
Zakat and Sadka are
collected by the
community to help
such children but it is
insufficient.
WUCMA Plan of
Action
Nirmal Bharat
Programme

 Wular Conservation
Authority (WUCMA)
has a dedicated
budget for
safeguarding Wular
and the community
living there.
 Integrated
Watershed
Development
Programme (IWMP)
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PHYSICAL

TECHNOLOGICAL

NON
STRUCTURAL

SILTATION
FLOODS

Wular is shrinking due to growing siltation, illegal encroachments and
plantations in it. Catchment degradation has led to soil erosion and its
deposition in the lake has further decreased water absorption capacity
of the lake ecosystem. The increasing demand for firewood has brought
a vast area of the lake under willow plantations mainly through the
government sponsored schemes which have contributed to shrinkage
of the lake area, degradation of resource base and overall poverty of
marginalized
Even though the region is very rich in lake products such as Singhara,
nadru and varieties of fishes, there are not many processing/canning
units which can preserve the produce for a longer time to be sold
outside the state.
Floods pollute the lake produce making them inedible and
unmarketable.
Unplanned growth towards the Wular, environment degradation
and pollution has made the ecosystem very vulnerable.

and diarrhoea
Unhygienic
conditions.
This has impaired the
lakes capacity to
moderate high flows
or retain water
during the lean
season causing
floods and lack of
drinking water.
The products are not
diversified and do
not have a very long
shelf life. Livelihoods
of hanjis are severely
affected because of
floods.
Increase in disasters
and diseases.

WUCMA and its funds
IWMP
Forest department

Department of
Industries and
Fisheries.
Cooperative
department
Khadi Industries
Women SGHs.
Radios, Mohalla
Committees for
awareness generation
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Seasonal Calendar for Wular Lakeshore region:
EVENTS
Earthquake
Floods
Fire
Strong winds/Storms
Hail Storms
Diseases/Epidemics
Sowing
Harvesting
Landslide
Rock fall & debris flow

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2.2 Baramulla Foothill Region
The Baramulla foothills are vulnerable to Flash Floods, Rock falls and landslide hazard which is a function of location, type of human
activity, land use practices, and rainfall. These hills are severely prone to slow sliding movement of slope. The unconsolidated material
of the affected slopes shows gravity movement. Unscientific vertical cutting of these slopes for road development, house construction
and steep slope angle has increased the susceptibility of these slopes to sliding. Further the intense precipitation in the month of
March saturates the viscous and plastic clay and other unconsolidated material of the affected slopes, reducing the cohesion of loose
material, adding load on slopes which finally facilitates and results in the translational mud flow type slide.

HAZARD VULNERABILITY AND CAPACITY ANALYSIS FOR FOOTHILLS REGION
AREA

ECONOMIC/
LIVELIHOODS

HAZARDS

FLASH
FLOODS
LANDSLIDES
ROCK FALLS

CONTEXT

VULNERABLITIES

Agriculture, Horticulture, Stone Quarrying, Wage People living in these areas,
labourers, trade and skilled work are main source of man-made structures and
livelihoods in the zone.
vegetation.
Illegal stone quarrying is also

EXISTING
CAPACITY
Land-use policies
and regulations
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ENVIRONMENT

POLLUTION
OF
ENVIRONME
NT
WILDLIFE

STRUCTURAL

Due to
scarcity of
lands,people
construct
structures in
hazardous
zone.

Due to the practise of open defecation and lack of
proper sewage system all the excreta
&garbagedumping goes open.
Illegal timbering and deforestation in hills have led to
loss of habitat and soil erosion. The wildlife such as
bears, foxes, jackals and cheetahs have lost their
habitat and are increasingly moving towards the
town.
Maternity hospital being constructed right besides Madhumati
nala which has a history of flooding.

causing environmental
degradation and multiple
disasters in foot hills.
Air borne diseases

District Govt. can
provide toilette
facilities to people
under different
schemes.

Loss of wildlife species as
they are increasing being
killed by the ignorant village
communities.
Lack of land use planning and R&B Department
poor implementation of
Flood Control
building codes are making
Department
structures highly vulnerable
to disasters.
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Seasonal
disasters

Calendar for
EVENTS
Landslide
Rock fall/
Debri Flow
Fire
Flash Flood
Droughts
Strong
winds/Storms
Harsh Winters
Earthquakes

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2.3 Baramulla High Mountain Region
HAZARD VULNERABILITY AND CAPACITY ANALYSIS FOR HIGH MOUNTAINS
AREA

ECONOMIC/
LIVELIHOODS

HAZARDS

Harsh winters
Avalanches
FLOODS

CONTEXT

VULNERABLITIES

EXISTING CAPACITY

The mountain communities are generally poor and socially The livelihood options
marginalised in Kashmir.The primary occupation of the hill for
NRLM, NREGA
community includes Animal Husbandry and Horticulture.Livestock mountaincommunities
Self Help Groups
is the main source of income followed by agriculture and off-farm are
limited
during
activities.
winters due to extreme
cold and less road
connectivity because of
snowfall. Most people
survive during winters
on their savings from
the wage money earned
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during summer season.
Daily wage labour: Men go to urban areas such as Baramulla town Seasonal
and Srinagar for construction or other daily wage labour work. unemployment during
They earn around 400 to 500 Rs a day. During winter months winters is high because
construction stops. Some also work in the village for NREGA. less opportunities.
However NRGEA wage rate is very low, therefore not very
attractive.
Very a few persons get work in the government. Most of these
Unemployment
of More employment
work as teachers, police and in PHE locally.
educated youth is a opportunities.
problem
in
these
villages.
Women cook food, perform household chores, engage in animal
husbandry, collect firewood and take animals for grazing.
HEALTH

HARSH WINTERS

Limited options.

Lack of health infrastructure, medical supplies and human
resources in health sector in hilly areas. The nearest hospitals for
safe delivery and regular treatments are in some cases far off
from villages. In such cases ill persons and pregnant women
needs to be carried on a charpais (bed).

During winter months –
respiratory
diseases
such as chronic diseases
such (COPD)– chronic
Obstetric
pulmonary
diseases, asthma and
Log houses are mostly used for housing cattle, sheep and goat. Tuberculosis
develop
Traditional practice of keeping the livestock in the ground floor with due to the use of gas
human dwellings on other floors is preferred over other conventional
heaters and firewood
type of houses. This practice keeps the human dwellings warm during smoke.
severe cold winters due to available heat from the livestock. However
drainage, sanitation and ventilation are not proper which result in
unhygienic housing and as such can be attributed for low performance
and increased morbidity and mortalities.

Maternal and infant
mortalities
increase
during winters because
There is a lack of trained dais (Traditional Birth Attendants) in the of the poor road
connectivity.
villages.

Gujjars and Paharis
living mostly around
sub-alpines, lack basic
medical facilities as
such are mostly
dependent on
medicinal herbs growing in their areas for
treatment of various
ailments.‘Bhoris’ are
local knowledgeable
persons, herbal
healers. Gujjars and
Paharisare proficient
in this traditional
medicine knowledge.
The hill communities
use herbs to treat
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SOCIAL

The hills are primarily inhabited by tribal groups such as Gujjars, All these groups are still
Paharis and few Bakarwals.
marginalised and poor.

Not all the PWDs have received the certificated form the
government. The ones who have received the certificates have
got some assistive aids and PWD pension. However the wheel
chairs provided are not suitable for this mountain topography.
Orphans – begging – No help from the government.
Militancy affected children including orphans (single parent or no
parents) get food and clothes in exchange of working in homes
and orchards.
Senior citizens depend on their children for subsistence and care.
No Pension cards.

diseases such as
rheumatism, asthma,
diarrhoea,
dysentery,
sprains,
wounds, boils, throat
infection, chilblains,
toothache,
urinary
disorders, jaundice,
indigestion,
cough,
general
body
weakness,
gaseous
bloat,
fever,
diarrhoea,
cold,
headache, hair fall,
warts, skin diseases,
gynaecological
disorders etc.
The government has
given status of
Resident of Backward
Areas (RBA) to the hill
communities.
Government
entitlements for
PWDs.

Community supports
them and gives them
food.
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ENVIRONMENT

DEFORESTATION
AND
FOREST FIRES

WATER
POLLUTION

STRUCTURAL

Deforestation, soil erosion has led to environmental degradation.
Some reasons include over exploitation of forests and natural
resources for food, fuel and fodder. The timber smuggling has
also led to uncontrolled felling of trees and setting forests on fire.

The soil erosion has led Implementation of
to multiple disasters rules and
such as landslides, enforcement of law.
avalanches, rock falls
and debris flows in the
villages.
The
existing
mechanisms to check
timber smuggling are
weak.
Water borne diseases.
Setup of water plants.

Hill communities depend upon rainwater or water stream ‘nala’
nearby for potable water. In some cases the nalas carry sewage
and waste from uphill villages causing water contamination and
rendering it unfit for drinking.
Most modern houses in hills do not follow the building codes for
However, since the .
Earthquake and other hazards such as avalanches and landslides. kitchen is within the
wooden house it can
cause fire incidents if
handled carelessly.
Wooden houses are
more vulnerable to fire
incidents
during
winters. The careless
use of bukharis (gas
heaters) can lead to
spark and burn down
the entire row of
houses.

PHYSICAL

Snowfall in high mountains blocks the roads to main towns.
Communication becomes a challenge during winters.
There are no landlines or internet facilities in public spaces.
In some cases, the safe shelters are also far off.

Effective and new
snow clearance
techniques to be
adopted.
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CLIMATE
CHANGE

Cloudburst and
flash flood

TECHNOLOGICAL

Seasonal
High
Region for

Cloud burst and flash flood are common disasters which have
caused loss of life and property in various regions of the State.
Glacial melting due to warming causes flash floods.

Hardly any industries exist in this zone. The road connectivity and
telecommunications is a big challenge during disasters.

EVENTS
Snow Avalanches
Harsh Winters
Road block
Landslide
Forest Fire
Flood/Debris Flow
Fire
Strong winds/Storms
Earthquakes

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Construction of safe
shelters should be
near to community.
At present Baramulla Communities living in
lacks understanding and hazard prone area
preparedness
for should be shifted to
climate change induced safer areas.
disasters.
Winters is the hardest
time when both physical
and telecom network
connectivity
gets
affected.

Oct

Nov

Dec

Calendar of
Mountain
disasters:
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3. Problem Analysis

3.1 Macro Analysis
The major problems in the district arise out of recurrent floods and Land sliding incidents occurring during
rainy season. These two main disasters account for the major proportion of losses (lives, property, crops
etc.). The other major problem may arise is earthquake in the region. Analyzing the historical information
and experiences drawn from consultation with different stakeholders, the underlying causes and the
impact of these major hazards can be understood with the help of following figures:

A. Flood

C
A
C
U

Weak
Structures and
Poor
Maintenance

Embankment
Breach

Poor Drainage,
Construction in
Low Lying
Areas

Water
Logging

Poor Planning
and
Management of
Infrastructure

Recurrent
Floods

Absence of Integrated
Water Management

S
E

FLOOD

S

I
M

Loss of
Human Life

Psychosocio
Trauma

Loss of
Human
Resource

Loss of
Livestock

Loss of
Livelihood

Loss of
Infrastructure

Social
Insecurity

Reduced Productivity

Economic
Loss

Loss of
Agriculture &
Horticulture

P
A

Food &
Nutrition
Insecurity

C

Poor Health

S

T

Low Development
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B. Land sliding

C

Excessive
Runoff

Weak
Ground

Disturbed
Geology of
the area

Seasonal
Rainfall

Stone
Quarrying

Human
Intervention
on Steep
Slopes

A
U

Active
Seismic
Zone

S

Immature
Geology

E
S

LANDSLIDING

Loss of Human Life

PsychoSocio
Trauma

Loss of Livestock and Agriculture

Loss of
Human
Resources

Loss of
Livelihood

Loss of
Agricultur
e

Loss of Infrastructure

I

Loss of
Environment

M
P

Social
Insecurity

Economic
Loss

Environmental
Degradation

A
C
T
S

Reduced Development

Decreased Productivity

High Mortality
Low Development
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C. Earthquake

Lack of Awareness

C
A

Non Adherence to building codes

Non Adherence to Drills/ Practices

Weak Structure

Lack of Earthquake Safety Preparations

U
S
E
S

EARTHQUAKE

Loss of Human Life

Loss of Livestock and Agriculture

Loss of Infrastructure

I
M
PsychoSocio
Trauma

Loss of
Human
Resources

Loss of
Livelihood

Loss of
Agriculture

Social
Insecurity

Economic
Loss

P
A
C
T

Decreased Productivity

Reduced Development

S

High Mortality
Low Development
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Historical Profile of Disasters

Sr. No.

Year

History
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3.2 Micro Analysis
Each Hazard produces different situations at micro level in different settings and need different
solutions for each situation. These can be analyzed in terms of GPs or villages having different
vulnerable situations as discussed below.
i) GPs located within the Wular embankments:
These GPs or villages get completely submerged under water during monsoon season and
people have to take shelter on embankments or temporary camps for time from few days
to 5-6 weeks.The monitoring system for water level may be strengthened and
construction of houses on stilt may be promoted as per the acceptance of the community.
The existing sluice gates should be strengthened and retrofitted to ensure proper
discharge of water. Water sources like tube wells, community shelter etc. can be
constructed on higher areas.
ii) GPs located next to Wular embankments:
These GPs or villages located next to embankments are generally at risk of completely
washed away by water, when there is breach in the embankment. The vulnerabilities
could be due to weak embankments, poor maintenance and river flows within the
embankments. However, with a proper survey the vulnerable points in the embankment
can be identified.The weak points at the embankments may be strengthened to avoid the
risk of breaches and construction and retrofitting of sluice gates to mitigate the overflow
of water.
iii) GPs located away from Wular embankments:
These GPs or villages are at risk of drought situations especially when rainfall is low. In the
absence of flood water reaching these villages due to embankments, absence of
integrated water management system, no means of filling traditional water ponds etc.,
these GPs periodically suffer crop loses and drought like situations.Fertilizers and High
yielding seeds which need minimum or less water and the production is high may be
promoted in the GPs where there is a scarcity of water and production is low. Artificial
irrigation methods and rain water harvesting should be promoted for irrigation purpose.
The plantation drives may be taken to minimize the evaporation of water and yield base
crop insurance may be promoted in the region to mitigate the loss in case of drought or
crops loss.
iv) GPs located in low lying areas:
These GPs or villages located in low lying areas also suffer from water logging situations
that can range from few days to months. The roads and bridges without sufficient
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culverts and scoping for proper water drainage has also impacted and in many places
now water remain stagnant for months where it used to drain out in few days earlier.The
construction of new houses in such areas may be promoted to be built on slits as per the
community acceptance and the existing houses may be retrofitted. Government and
private boats at a village level may be kept to use in case of any emergency and the
natural drainage and sewage system existing in the GP may be strengthen to mitigate the
risk due to water logging. The community infrastructures like tube wells, toilets,
bathrooms, community centers, panchayatghar etc. may be built on high raised places.
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4. DDMP DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The context analysis, historical learning's from past disasters, national and international good
practices and current paradigms in disaster management have been the basis of defining the
vision and objectives of this plan. Further considering the principles of planning for disaster
management, through an inclusive and participatory approach, the following strategies are
adopted to develop this plan.
i) Comprehensive Planning:
The plan engages all possible stakeholders at all levels, included all possible hazards and
all phases of disaster (Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation).
ii) Essential Service Functions (ESF):
The plan includes for considerations of planning, reducing disaster risks, continuity and
maintenance of essential services functions at different levels.
iii) Integration and Coordination of all stakeholders and essential services functions:
The plan includes institutional mechanism, tools and good practices for integration and
coordination of all stakeholders and essential service functions at different levels.
iv) Worst case scenario and contingency planning:
The plan includes the contingency planning for worst case scenarios (past disasters or
assumed situations), periodic validation and testing as per that.
v) Follow up actions:
The plan suggests the follow up actions for the stakeholder groups, ESFs and local selfgovernments at each level to develop their own comprehensive plans.
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5. Stakeholder Analysis

District Baramulla has various key stakeholders at different levels starting from community level
to the district level. Besides the known stakeholder groups (the GP committees and the Line
departments), there are other few key non-govt. stakeholders who have crucial role during
disasters and peace time. The following table shows an analysis of the stakeholders identified at
different levels. The DDMP has separate specific action plans for all these stakeholder groups
which they may use during emergency time (Red Booklet) and during non-emergency time
(Green Booklet).
Sr. No.

1.

Level

Stakeholder Group Remarks

Gram
Panchayat 1. GP WASH
Committee
Level

The team under Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan mayform GP
Wash Committee

2. GP Children
Committee

The team formed under ICDS schemes mayform GP
Children Committee

3. GP Disaster
Management
Committee
4. GP Education
Committee

The team under SSA Schemes may formGP Education
Committee

5. GP Food and
Nutrition Team

The team under Mid-Day Meal may be the member
of GP Food and Nutrition Team

6. GP Livestock
Committee
7. GP Health
Committee
8. GP Household
Committee
9. Knowledge Centre
Committee
10. GP Search and
Rescue
11. GP Shelter Team

The committee formed under NRHM Scheme may be
the GP Health Committee

The team under IAY schemes can be the GP Shelter
Team
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12. GP Social
The team under Social Security Schemes can be GP
Protection Committee Social Protection Committee
GP Ward Member

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
Sr. No.
1.

Level
District Level

Stakeholder Group
1. Information and Public Relation

15. BSNL

2. Flood Control Department

16. Roads and Building Department

3. Urban Development Department

17. Education Department

4. Water Resource Department

18. Energy Department

5.Agriculture/Horticulture Department

19. Fire Service Department

6.Animal and Fisheries Department
7.PHED Department

20. Consumer Affairs and Public
Distribution
21. Health Department

8.Planning and Development Department

22. Industries Department

9.Rural Development Department

23. Forest Department

10.Science and Technology Department

24. Police Department

11. Social Welfare Department

25. Drug Control Department

12. Statistics Department
13. WUCMA
14. Transport Department
2.

Other
Stakeholder
Group

1.

Academic Institutions

3.Artisans, Craftsmen Group
5.Tribal Association

2.

Architects, Engineer, Diploma
Holders and Masons
4.
Business
Groups(Corporate,
Industry, SMEs, Traders)
6. Persons with Disability

7.Health Association (Medical Association,
Chemist and Druggist Association, Nurses)

8.Fisherman Association

9.Local and International Media

10. Local NGOs, International NGOs,
UN Agencies, Red Cross, National
NGOs
12. Transporters (Train, Road and
Ferries)

11.SHG, Women, Farmers Group
13. Youth Group
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DISTRICT DISASTER MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY-BARAMULLA
District Disaster Management Authority, Baramulla is an institution constituted as per the
National Disaster Management Act, 2005 at the district level to ensure effective management
and response to any disaster. The DDMA Baramulla has the following structure:

Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DEPARTMENT & DESIGNATION

DESGNATION IN DDMA
Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
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SECTION II: PREPAREDNESS & DRR PLAN OF DDMA
The current section of Baramulla DDMP enlists the specific actions which are meant to be taken
during non-disaster time for preparedness and mitigation measures as well as disaster resilient
development planning in the district. This volume gives details on various structural and nonstructural as well as hazard specific mitigation measures and strategies.
The key actions in preparedness are further divided into various sections including (1) Actions
for mainstreaming of DRR into development; (2) Actions for capacity building; (3) Functional
continuity actions; and (4) Actions for Emergency Preparedness. The details are as below:

1. DRR Mainstreaming Actions
Objective: To ensure DRR is mainstreamed in the developmental actions of all
stakeholders working on various themes in the district.
Key Actions:
Tasks

Who did it?

When? (Specify
Date)

At what
intervals?

1. Prepare a disaster management
plan including district response plan
for the district; with participation of
all stakeholders
1. Coordinate

and monitor the
implementation of the National
Policy, State Policy, National Plan,
State Plan and District Plan
2. Ensure that the guidelines for
prevention of disasters, mitigation of
its effects, preparedness and
response measures as laid down by
the National Authority and the State
Authority are followed by all
departments of the Government at
the district level and the local
authorities in the district
3. Give
directions
to
different
authorities at the district level and
local authorities to take such other
measures for the prevention or
mitigation of disasters as may be
necessary
4. Monitor the implementation of
disaster management plans at

Continuous
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district level
5. Lay down guidelines to be followed
by the departments at the district
level for purposes of integration of
measures for prevention of disasters
and mitigation in their development
plans and projects and provide
necessary
technical
assistance
therefore
6. Monitor the implementation of the
measures referred to in the above
clause
7. Set
up, maintain, review and
upgrade the mechanism for early
warnings, and dissemination of
proper information to public
8. Prepare, review and update district
level response plan and guidelines
9. Ensure
that the various line
departments at the district level and
the local authorities prepare their
response plans in accordance with
the district response plan
10.
Coordinate with, and give
guidelines to, local authorities in the
district to ensure that measures for
the prevention or mitigation of
threatening disaster situation or
disaster in the district are carried out
promptly and effectively
11.
Review development plans
prepared by the Departments of the
Government at the district level,
statutory authorities or local
authorities with a view to make
necessary provisions therein for DRR
actions (prevention of disaster or
mitigation)
12.
Examine the construction in
any area in the district and, if it is of
the opinion that the standards for
the prevention of disaster or
mitigation laid down for such
construction is not being or has not
been followed, may direct the
concerned authority to take such
action as may be necessary to secure
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compliance of such standards
13.
Convene periodic meetings to
emphasize the importance and ways
of mainstreaming
14.
DRR in various development
programs of the departments and
the flagship schemes.
15.
Identify and analyze any
potential risks arising due to any of
the developmental activities by
departments.
16.
Develop strategies to address
these potential risks and modify the
program components accordingly.
17.
In consultation with technical
agencies, develop disaster resilient
designs and products for use by
different development agencies,
govt. line departments etc. in the
district.

2. Capacity Building Actions
Objective:
To build sufficient capacities in the departments, communities and other stakeholders to
make them able to better perform the roles and responsibilities for disaster risk reduction
and emergency response and achieving desired objectives.
Key Actions:
Tasks
1. Conduct a periodic training needs
analysis for the ESFs, EOC members,
DMMC, QRTs, DMTs, FRTs etc.
2. Plan, mobilize resources and facilitate
trainings on the identified training
needs.
3. Review the state of capabilities for
responding to any disaster or
threatening disaster situation in the
district and give directions to the
relevant departments or authorities at
the district level for their up gradation
as may be necessary
4. Develop a calendar for mock drills,
trainings and awareness building
exercises as per seasons and needs of
the stakeholders.

Who did it?

When? (Specify
Date)

At what
intervals?
One Time
Continuous
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5. Organize and coordinate specialized
training programme for different levels
of officers, employees and voluntary
rescue workers in the districts
6. Facilitate community training and
awareness programme for prevention,
of disaster or mitigation with the
support of local authorities, government
and non-governmental organizations.
7. Define protocol on convening the
meetings in the absence of convener
8. Ensure that nomination is in place for
the Vice-Chair-DDMA who may take
charge in place of the Chairman-DDMA
in his/her absence.
9. Organize awareness exercises and
campaigns to make people aware of
probable disasters and the minimum
things they need to know and do to
prevent sufferings and loss due to
disasters.
10.
Provide necessary technical
assistance or give advice to the local
authorities in the district for carrying out
their functions
11.
Ensure communication systems
are in order, and disaster management
drills are carried out periodically
12.
Maintain a roster of skilled
manpower, technical and professional
people, list of agencies, vendors,
hospitals and other such at different
levels (GP, block, sub-division and
district level). The sub-division, block
and GP level roster may be maintained
by the respective authorities at that
level with clear instructions from the
DDMA.
13.
Organize periodic mock drills for
the ESFs, EOC members, DMMC, QRTs,
DMTs, FRTs etc. for different
contingency situations.
14.
Put
the
district
disaster
management plan in testing during such
mock drills.
15.
Compile the learning from the
testing of the DDMP in the mock drills
and update the plan accordingly.
16.
Make necessary liaisons and
network with other neighboring district
authorities, State, national and, as
appropriate,
with
international
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agencies.
17.
Analyze past experiences of the
disaster response to know what went
well and what could have been done
better and document it as lessons learnt
annually and after every disaster. Feed
these learning in the updation of the
DDMP.
18. Develop a minimum inventory list
required for achieving minimum
standards in disaster relief in different
services at district level and develop a
plan to acquire it over next few years.
This should be achieved by all the ESFs.

3. Functional Continuity Actions
Objectives:
To ensure that the DDMA is able to quickly recover from the impact of any disaster and
remains functional during disaster time.
Key actions:
Tasks
Who did it?
When? (Specify
At what
Date)
intervals?
1. Define Rules and regulations for
One Time
2.

3.

4.

functioning of the DDMA especially
during disaster time.
Identify safe building/location for
operational work and meetings of the
DDMA. The DDMA may start
functioning from the alternate place if
the main building/ office are not
usable.
Secure important files and information
of the DDMA. Create backups if
possible
Develop mechanism for quick sharing
of information among all key agencies,
EOC, ESFs, DMMC, DMTs, QRTs, and
FRTs etc. If working on mobile
networks,
develop
alternative
mechanism/s
for
exchange
of
information
especially
during
emergencies

Continuous

3.1 Emergency Preparedness Actions
Objective:
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To identify potential emergency situations and be prepared for Unified Response.
Key Actions:

Tasks
1.

2.

3.

4.

Identify
potential
emergency
situations. Make references to
contingency specific action plans for
the same.
Organize periodic meeting of the
DDMA with EOC, ESFs, DMMC, DMTs
and QRTs especially before Flood
season.
Ensure that the areas in the district
vulnerable to disasters are identified
and measures for the prevention of
disasters and the mitigation of its
effects are undertaken by the
departments of the Government at the
district level as well as by the local
authorities.
Review the preparedness measures
and give directions to the concerned
departments at the district level or
other concerned authorities where
necessary
for
bringing
the
preparedness measures to the levels
required for responding effectively to
any disaster or threatening disaster
situation

5.

Identify buildings and places which
could, in the event of any threatening
disaster situation or disaster be used as
relief centers or camps and make
arrangements of necessary items

6.

Establish stockpiles of relief and rescue
materials or ensure preparedness to
make such materials available at a
short notice.
Coordinate with SDMA, Department of
Disaster Management and other key
agencies for any specific preparedness
instructions, supplies, mock drills,
trainings etc.
Instruct EOC for regular monitoring of
information on EW from different
sources.
Create mechanisms through EOC for

7.

8.

9.

Who did it?

When? (Specify
Date)

At what
intervals?
One Time

Continuous
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quick dissemination of EW information
to all people.
10. Take stock of essential equipment and
materials and their location in the
district. Assess if there is a need to do
additional
procurement
and
preposition supplies in vulnerable
areas and delegate actions for the
same to respective ESFs and Block
officials.
11. Review contingency action plans of the
ESFs, DMTs, and QRTs and their
preparedness.

5.1 Mitigation and Development Planning
Both structural and non-structural measures should be taken as part of mitigation plan.
Structural mitigation refers to any physical construction to reduce or avoid possible impacts
of hazards, which include engineering measures and construction of hazard-resistant and
protective structures and infrastructure.
Non-structural mitigation refers to policies, awareness, knowledge development, public
commitment, and methods and operating practices, including participatory mechanisms and
the provision of information, which can reduce risk with related impacts.
Tasks

1.

2.

3.

4.

NON STRUCTURAL MITIGATION
Risk transfer mechanisms Establishment
and strengthening of insurance schemes
and policies which would transfer losses
the risk due to hazard to a third party.
Insurance schemes for crop, cattle, small
businesses and life should be
strengthened
and
promoted
to
minimize economic losses.
Alternate safe housing technology along
with rainwater harvesting structures is
constantly
encouraged
&
main
streamed for long-term vulnerability
reduction. Policies and bye laws could
be developed for the same.
Disaster management may include firstaid &rescue & evacuation as a part of
school, college, educational institutions
(both techno-tech) curriculum starting
from primary level.
Formation of groups of architects,

Who is ensured
it?

When?
(Specify Date)

At what
intervals?

One time

Continuous
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engineers and masons and trainings for
them onbuilding safe infrastructure.
Continuous Awareness campaign &
encouragement for Disaster proof
Habitat planning at community level
including shifting/relocating from low
lying areas and villages within
embankments
to
safe
raised
grounds.(with some incentives if
feasible).

5.

STRUCTURAL MITIGATION
1.

2.

Who ensured
it?

All public buildings such as schools,
hospitals, health centers should be
multi hazard resilient being built on
raised grounds and platforms with
retrofitting and having adequate exit
gates and fire extinguishers in place.
Construct multipurpose community

When?
(Specify Date)

At what
intervals?
One time

Continuous

shelters in all vulnerable areas
3.

Houses built in the area should have
multi hazard resilient features keeping
in tune with cultural housing practices

• Watershed management:
1.

A study may be conducted by the
District Administration to assess the
existing structures and system in place
for

watershed

management

and

recommend best options for effective
watershed management.
2.

Periodically cleaning, de-silting and
deepening of natural water reservoir
and drainage channels

3.

Construction of irrigation channels.
Sluice gates may be linked with ponds
which could be used as a water
resource for enhancing livelihood.

The DDMA may suggest conducting Research onAlternative cropping to reduce adverse effect
due to flood and hail storms.

5.1.1 Multi Hazard Mitigation Actions:
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The following structural and non-structural measures may also be considered in addition to
above hazard specific actions.

Hazard
Type
Flood

Structural Mitigation

Non-structural
Mitigation

• Construction, maintenance and
protection of flood control structures like
embankments, ring bunds, etc.

• Well maintained boats
available at all times at
GPlevel

• Dams and levees can also be
constructed which can be used as
temporarily storing space which reduced
the chances of lowerplains getting
flooded.
• Critical buildings as well as private
houses in flood prone areas should be
constructed on an elevated area and if
necessary on stiltsand platform.

• Crops that can be
harvestedbefore the
onset ofmonsoon/flood
season andcrops that are
flood friendlyshould be
grown in the region.
• Awareness on flood
proofhabitat planning
with longterm goal of
flood plain zoning and
rehabilitating all to safer
zones.

By whom?

• Construction of tube wells on raised
platforms
• Construction of seed bank on higher
ground
Earthquake • All buildings especially public building
must have earthquake resilient features • Awareness on Building
bye laws applicable for
• Building bye laws applicable for Zone 5 Zone 5region should be
region should be followed
followed

Hazard Type

Structural Mitigation
• Construction of irrigation channels.

Drought

Fire

-structural Mitigation
• Promotion and support
for rainwater harvesting.

By whom?

• Awareness on
government
subsidy on bore wells and
tube wells for irrigation
purposes

• Existing ponds to be cleaned and
more
ponds to be dug as part of MNREGA
activities in village
• Sluice gates to be linked with ponds
• Tube wells and Bore wells to be built
in village
• Construction and maintenance of
grain
banks on safer locations
• Establishment of fire stations as per • Promotion of usage of
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FireSafety Bye laws

fuelblocks during summers
tominimize cases of fire
duringsummer
• Awareness campaign on
fire hazard and strategies
to prevent fire incidents.

5.2 Specific Strategies and Projects for Mitigation
The following strategies and projects should be adopted at village level.
5.2.1 Villages within embankments:
•

Houses may be built on stilts as per the community acceptance. Any Govt. or other
stakeholder project on housing in these villages must have houses on stilts as a prerequisite design

•

Each village/community may have a boat which can be kept in the space created by
stilts.

•

Public buildings like schools and health centers should be designed keeping in mind that
the level of mud/land is going to increase each year resulting in submerging parts of
building.

•

Safe Shelters with tube wells and toilets should be constructed on the embankments to
house the population when the river spreads within the width of embankments.

•

Crops that can be harvested before the onset of monsoon/flood season may be grown
in the region to avoid loss due to seasonal flood.

5.2.2 Villages next to the embankment:
•
•

Embankment should be monitored, maintained and strengthened compulsorily.
DDMA should conduct a pre monsoon checks to identify vulnerable pockets/points in
the embankment and suggest necessary actions to strengthen it.

•

Sluice gates, where existing should be made function and new ones constructed where
recommended for river water to pass through when water level rises. Maintenance of
sluice gates and latest technologies that minimize accumulation of sand and silt in the
passage must be incorporated which comes with the river water.

•

Existing ponds should be cleared and new ponds dug to store the water coming through
sluice gates which could be used for agricultural or fisheries purposes. This could be
done utilizing NREGA scheme and based on allocation available under NREGA in the
village for the same.
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•

Crop insurance should be promoted as the region is vulnerable to damages to crops due
to drought and seasonal flooding.

5.2.3 Villages in Low Lying areas:
 DDMA should identify areas where water logging is caused due to roads and suggest
necessary actions.


Flood friendly crops that grow well even in presence of inches of water should be grown
in the region.



DDMA may suggest the concern department to conduct study to design and establish
an effective drainage system.



Sanitation schemes should be especially strengthened by PHED and Health organization
as per the standard operating procedures in the region and special measures should be
taken to prevent water borne diseases due to presence of stagnant water.



Households living in huts in the drainage or within the water logged area should be
identified and land should be allocated to them in different part of village.

5.2.4 Villages far from Rivers:
 Rainwater harvesting should be promoted and supported in the region.
 Tube wells and boreholes should be placed all over the villages so that the source of
water is secured.


Irrigation channels and tube wells use should be promoted amongst farmers.
Awareness on the government subsidy on the same should be generated.



Short term crops so that it can be harvested before the monsoon season and the
seasonal crops can be harvested before the onset of winter.



Crop insurance should be promoted for the region to transfer the risk.

5.3 Development Plan
(1)

All development plans and projects by different agencies shall be consulted widely with
different stakeholders and DDMA to mitigate any adverse disaster risks due to
development initiative.

(2)

All developmental plans approved by state / district authorities and flagships
programme running in the district should have a special component for disaster
mitigation and additional budgets should be ear marked for the same if required.

(3)

DDMA/ESF shall make recommendations to all the district departments about possible
mitigation cum development projects that could be taken
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(4)

All district departments to take lead for mainstreaming mitigation aspect in their
projects and earmark at least 10% budget for the same in their plans.

(5)

Member Parliaments and MLAs under the MP Local Area Development Scheme and
MLA local area development fund should sanction (a) projects which have taken into
account the mitigation/disaster resilient factors (b) projects for mitigation from disaster.

(6)

Continuous planning & execution of plans for providing sustainable livelihood for most
vulnerable communities.

(7)

Infrastructure development like construction of irrigation channels, sluice gates, puce
roads, multipurpose safe shelter should be given a priority as it aids both mitigation
from disaster and leads to development

(8)

MNERGA should be strengthened for the district so that most of the mitigation cum
development projects could be locally completed generating local employment.

5.4 Emerging Advocacy Issues for strengthening Mitigation and Disaster Plan


Flexibility given by State to Districts to plan its own budget design and utilization at as
this would empower District Authorities to decide on priority mitigation and
development projects for their district.



Flagship programme like Indira AwasYojna and Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan should not follow
a uniform building design and budget. It should be flexible so that necessary mitigation
measures for the particular district could be incorporated in the design.



MNERGA should be promoted and strengthened at GP level and projects necessary for
mitigation and development in the village should be given preference. This would
ensure sustainable livelihood and development.
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SECTION III: INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT
1. Introduction:
India has integrated administrative machinery for management of disasters at the National,
State, District and Sub-District levels. The basic responsibility of undertaking rescue, relief and
rehabilitation measures in the event of natural disasters, as at present, is that of the State
Governments concerned. The Central Government supplements the efforts of the States by
providing financial and logistic support.
The district administration is the focal point for implementation of all governmental plans and
activities. The actual day-to-day function of administering relief is the responsibility of the
Deputy Development Commissioner who exercises coordinating and supervising powers over
all departments at the district level.
The 73rd and 74th constitutional amendments recognize Panchayat Raj Institutions as
'Institutions of self- government'. The amendment has also laid down necessary guidelines for
the structure of their composition, powers, functions, devolution of finances, regular holding of
elections and reservation of seats for weaker sections including women. These local bodies can
be effective instruments in tackling disasters through early warning system, relief distribution,
providing shelter to the victims, medical assistance etc.
Other than the national, state, district and local levels, there are various institutional
stakeholders who are involved in disaster management at various levels in the country. These
include the police and para-military forces, civil defense and home-guards, fire services, exservicemen, nongovernment organizations (NGOs), public and private sector enterprises, media
and HAM operators, all of whom have important roles to play.
The institutional and policy mechanisms for carrying out response, relief and rehabilitation are
well-established in the district. These mechanisms have proved to be robust and effective so far
as response, relief and rehabilitation are concerned. This section gives a brief overview of the
institutional mechanism for disaster management in the district.
1.1.

Classification of the institutions at district level:
The various institutions at district level can be classified in different groups as below:

1.1.1. Classification as per levels:
The various institutions at district Baramulla can be classified as per their administrative
levels which are as below:
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District Level



Sub Division Level



Block Level



Gram Panchayat Level



Community Level

1.1.2 Classification as per Stakeholders:
Government Stakeholders: This include the DDMA, line departments, ESFs, local selfgovernance etc. as below:


District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA): DDMA is an institution constituted as
per the National Disaster Management Act, 2005 at a district level to ensure effective
management and response to any disaster.



Line Departments: Line departments in the district are accountable to district
administration.



Panchayat Raj Institutions (PRIs): Zilla Parishad is a local government body at the
district level. It is the third tier of Panchayat Raj System. It looks after the administration
of the rural area of the district and its office is located at the district headquarters. The
Hindi word Parishad means Council and Zilla Parishad translates to District Council.

The PRIs in the district with elected bodies at district, Block and GP level ensure the greater
participation of the people and effective development and implementation of the rural
programme in the district.
Non-Government Stakeholders:


NGOs: There are several non-governmental organizations actively working in the district
on various issues including disaster management, capacity building, strengthening
community capacities etc.



Other stakeholders: There are various other stakeholder groups in the district who have
resources, capacities etc. in one or other form and have been quite supportive during
disaster times.

1.2. Good Practices for coordination and Integration at District Level:
1.2.1. Essential Service Functions (ESF):
The ESFs aim to ensure continuity of services important for human life and dignity,
enabling smooth governance and other socio-economic-political systems of the district during
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disaster and pre-disaster times.
1.2.2. Incident Response System (IRS):
Incident Response System is a combination of facilities, logistic, personnel, finance, operation
and communication operating within a common organizational structure, with responsibility for
the management of assigned resources to accomplish the objectives effectively pertaining to an
incident.
1.2.3. Unified Response Strategy (URS):
“Unified Response Strategy” (URS) is a good practice developed for building local capacities for
inter-agency coordination and creating a continuous and common process to emergency
response by stakeholders.
1.2.4. Quick Response Team/ Disaster Management Team (QRTs/DMT):
The quick response team is formed to ensure prompt and effective emergency response
with pre planned strategy and pre designated task, role and responsibility.

2. Role and Responsibilities of Stakeholders:
2.1. Government Stakeholders:
2.1.1. District Disaster management Authority (DDMA):
In general the role of District Disaster Management Authority, Baramulla is to plan, coordinate,
implement and to carry out any other measures for disaster management in the district as per
the guidelines laid down by National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) and State
Disaster Management Authority (SDMA). For Specific actions of DDMA inDRR/normal time
refer to stakeholder action plan (DDMA) Green Book and for specific actions for emergency
response and recovery refer to stakeholder action plan (DDMA) Red Book.
2.1.2. DDMA advisory Committee:
As per the provisions of the National disaster management Act, the DDMA shall appoint an
advisory committee of the professionals in the district for advising DDMA on various planning
and executive functions from time to time.
As per the NDMA guidelines on Role of NGOs in disaster management, DDMA may choose DRM
and subject experts and professionals to be the member of advisory committee.
2.1.3. Line Departments:
In general the role of these departments is to carry out the functions and to ensure the
development of district under their concern departments. For specific action in disaster
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management refer green book for normal days and DRR activities and red book for emergency
response and recovery period designed for each line departments.
2.1.4. Panchayat Raj Institutions (PRIs):
As per the Constitution, Panchayat in their respective areas would prepare plans foreconomic
development and social justice and also execute them. To facilitate this, states are supposed to
devolve functions to Panchayat (29 subjects as mandated) and also make funds available for
doing these (as per State Finance Commission's recommendations).
The functions of Panchayat are divided among different Committees (as ministries are formed
in state and union governments), which are called Standing Committees/Sthayee Samitis/Upa
Samitis etc. One of the members remains in charge of each of such committees while the overall charge rests with the chairperson of the Panchayat.
Apart from grants received from the government under the recommendation of the Finance
Commission, Panchayat receive schematic funds for implementation of schemes (MGNREGS,
BRGF, IAY etc.). They can also raise revenue by imposing taxes, fees, penalties etc. as per rule of
the state.
2.2

Non-Government Stakeholders:

2.2.1 Non-Governmental Organizations:
Number of active non-governmental organization present in the district have played critical
role in community capacity building on various issues including disaster management, village
level planning, formation of task forces, capacity building of youth, women group etc.Their role
is crucial for effective outreach to the communities and targeting of actual beneficiaries in
relief, response and rehabilitation phases.
2.2.2. Other Stakeholders:
There are 13 other stakeholder groups identified in the district (refer stakeholder analysis)
which play important role in overall social-economic development on the district.

3. Mechanisms and good practice for coordination and integration at
district level
3.1. Essential Service Function (ESF):
In the context of Baramulla, 17 such Essential Service Functions (ESF), have been identified
which are listed below:
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3.1.1. Working of Essential Service Functions:
The broad guidelines are:
a) Each ESF shall have a nodal agency, primarily a government agency responsible for
providing that service.
1.
4.
7.
10

Search and Rescue
Shelter
Livestock
Communication

2.
5.
8.
11.

WASH
Health
Livelihoods
Media

12. Public Works

13 .Transport

15.Help lines

16. Law and Order

3. Food
6. Education
9. Energy
14. Information and
Planning
17. Protection: Social
welfare, Child
protection,
Tribal/minorities, other
vulnerable groups

b) All other agencies, government and non-government that are directly/indirectly involved in
provision of these services coordinate with nodal agency as support agencies.
c) The nodal agency in consultation with the support agency shall develop its own terms of
reference, rules and regulations.
d) The nodal agency in consultation with the support agency shall develop a plan for the
particular service to include contingency planning for worst case scenarios.
3.1.2. ESF Management Committee:
ESF management committee comprises of the heads of nodal agencies for all ESF and is chaired
by ADM disaster management or Chief Executive Officer of DDMA.
After constitution of District Disaster Management Authority, this committee takes over the
role of district disaster management committee.
The detailed information about the roles and responsibilities of the nodal agencies and support
agencies for each ESF has been given in the Green and Red book for each ESF.
Key Functions of ESF management committee are:
• Collate annual DRR action plans for each ESF and monitor its implementation
• Recommend projects and activities for DRR to be included in the development activities
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of nodal and support agencies for each ESF.

• Collaborate assessments from each ESF during emergencies and suggest strategies for
intervention to DDMA.
• Finalize strategies for Response and recovery interventions
• Coordinate overall response
• Document lessons learnt and good practice
• Ensure grievance redress mechanisms
3.2. Incident Response System (IRS):
The IRS organization functions through Incident Response Team (IRTs) in the field. The Deputy
Development Commissioner (DM) as the chairman of the DDMA is a Responsible Officer (RO) as
overall in charge of the incident response management. If needed, he can delegate his
functions to any other responsible officer or appoint another senior officer as an incident
commander. If the disaster is in more than one district, the DM of the district that has
maximum loss will act as Incident commander.
On activation of the incident response system, all line departments/ Organizations/ individuals
shall follow the directions of the Incident Commander as condition demands. He can divert all
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resources in the district to fight against a scenario leading to disaster/calamity in the district.
On activation of IRS, an operation section with a chief and associates, planning section with a
leader and associates, logistic section with a leader and section chief and finance section with a
leader and associates shall be assume their roles. This is the sole discretion of the Incident
Commander to appoint the Section chief. These section chiefs are vested with commanding
authority and logistic assistance to deliver the concerned responsibility.
The chief and associates for the different sections are as nominated below:
1. All team leaders will be in the rank of ADM/Line Department Heads in the district who are
senior level officer.
2. The SDMs shall not be given any responsibility in the incident command chain since they
need to look after the onsite EOC in their territory or as assigned to the affected areas as
well as they are the Team Leaders of Incident Management
3. Teams (IMTs) in each Onsite Emergency Operation Centre.

3.2.1. Major Functions of Incident Commander
The general functions of the Incident Commander are as follows:
• To create and integrate communication flow during emergency period
• To manage incident scene, and report through integrated and coordinated command plan
• To facilitate procedures and protocols according to ESF Departments within District as well
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as State and Central Government.
• To put the communication system in place to receive, record, acknowledge incoming and
outgoing information of any form during the disaster
• To manage resources as per their availability such as– distribution of relief material with
ESF
Monitoring functional areas during and post disaster phase
• Besides these general functions, the Incident Commander has to perform certain specific
functions. They are:
1.

Size up the situation

2.

Determine if human life is at immediate risk

3.

Establish immediate objectives

4.

Determine if there are enough and right kind of resources on site and/or
ordered.

5.

Develop immediate action plan

6.

Establish an initial organization

Review and modify objectives and adjust the action plan as necessary
3.2.2. Major Functions of Operation Section Chief:
7.

• Responsible for management of all operations directly applicable to primary mission
• Activates and supervises organization elements in accordance with the Incident Action
Plan and directs its execution
• Determine need and request additional resources
• Review suggested list of resources to be rebased and initiate recommendation for release
of resources
• Report Information about special activities, events or occurrences to Incident Commander
• Maintain Unit / Activity details
3.2.3. Major Functions of Planning Section Chief:
• Collection, evaluation, dissemination and use of information about the development of
incident and status of resources. Information needed to Understand the current situation
• Prepare alternative strategies and control of operations
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• Supervise preparation of Immediate Action Plan (IAP)
• Provide input to IC and Operation in preparation of IAP
• Reassign of service personnel already on site to other positions as appropriate
• Determine need for any specialized resources in support of the incident
3.2.4. Major Functions of Logistic Section Chief:
• Establish information requirements and reporting schedules for Planning Section Unit (e.g.
Resources, Situation Unit).
•

Compile and display incident status information

•

Oversee preparation and implementation of Incident Demobilization Plan.

•

Incorporate Plans (e.g. Traffic, Medical, Site Safety, and Communication) into IAP. Maintain
Unit / Activity details.

•

Other Functions include, briefing on situation and resource status, setting objectives,
establishing division boundaries, identifying group assignments, specifying tactics/safety
for each division, specifying resources needed by division, specifying operations facilities
and reporting locations – plot on map and placing resource and personnel order.

•

Assign work locations and tasks to section personnel.

•

Identify service and support requirements for planned and expected operations

•

Coordinate and process requests for additional resources.

•

Provide input to / review communication plan, traffic plan, medical plan etc.

•

Recommend release of unit resources

•

Maintain Unit/ Activity details

3.2.5. Major Functions of Finance Section Chief:
The Finance section is basically of the administration and managing finance. The major roles of
this section include managing (1) Incident Command Post, (2) Staging Areas, (3) Base, and (4)
Camps. The major functions are:
• Minimize excessive communication of resources calling for assignment
• Allow 1C/OPS to properly plan for resources use and allow for contingencies
3.3. URS
The Deputy Development Commissioner as a chairman of DDMA Bandipora may activate the
Unified Response Strategy or may appoint one senior officer responsible for URS. “Unified
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ResponseStrategy” (URS) is a good practice developed for building local capacities for interagency coordination and creating a continuous and common process to emergency response by
stakeholders. The key functions of URS are:
(a) To build local capacities for coordination and collaboration
(b) To develop a common process for collaborative response by all actors. The key
steps involved in this are:


URS in preparedness: The member agencies share their preparedness plans and
prepositioning as preparedness exercise. The resources are mapped for gap analysis.





EW detection and Situation Report (Sitrep) dissemination
URS activation
Common Assessment format and Multi-Sectoral Multi Agency Assessment



Coordination at all levels



Sectoral Coordination and joint Strategies



Common M&E and learning



URS deactivation

3.4Quick Response Team / Disaster Management Team (QRTs/DMT)
Each ESF should be well prepared to set up its coordination desks in all the Onsite EOCs as well
as in the District EOC at the time of disaster. With this intention, they have to designate a nodal
officer and an alternate nodal officer with specific responsibility. Besides they have to
constitute a Head Quarter Team as well as Quick Response Teams (QRTs) and minimum three
Field Response Teams (FRTs) with at least five members each. The name and address of the
team members shall be updated time to time with latest contact number. It is the function of
the Working Group - III for plan review and Updating, to coordinate the disaster management
teams. The supporting agencies will directly report to the nodal agency and the nodal agency
will report to the Incident Commander regarding its functions.

4. Integration and Coordination at Various Levels:
Integration and Coordination mechanism at the district involves four tier structures as
illustrated below:
4.1. Vertical Integration from District Level to GP level:
The ESF committees at all the four level integrate vertically in two ways:
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(a) Through vertical linkages within their respective line departments.
(b) Through information and coordination secretariat provided by Village Knowledge Center at
GP level and Emergency Operation Center at Block and District Level.
The integration and coordination mechanism at the district involves four tier structuresof rings
that are led/ maintained by:

a) A
t
d
i
s
t
r
i
c
t
l
e
v
e
l
:
D
D
M
A
a
t
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district level which is chaired by Deputy Development Commissioner, Baramulla and EOC
at district level is responsible for coordination and dissemination of information.
b) ESF management committee comprising of head of all ESF nodal agencies and chaired by
Zila ParisadAdhyaksh provides the mechanism for coordination and integration of all ESFs
at district level. The EOC is responsible for dissemination of information and coordinate
with EOC DDMA and EOC at Block and GP level.
c) Block level: ESF Coordination Committee at Block/ Sub Divisional Level chaired by Block
Officer is responsible for integration and coordination at a Block level.
d) At GP level: GP disaster management committee comprising of head of all GP level
committees in GP and is chaired by Sarpanch at GP Level.
The mechanism may further go down to village and ward level as per the need, interest and
self-governance mechanism of the communities.

4.2 Stakeholder Action Plans:
The stakeholders at the Baramulla district can be analyzed in 3 broad categories:
I.

Government Line Departments and flagship schemes: There are line departments
(District Administration) and number of flagship schemes of the government (Central
and State Government). These departments are accountable to district administration
for their action plans in Green and Red Pocket books developed for them.

II.

Community Groups: There are 13 community level committees. These groups are
accountable to GP disaster management committee which in turn is directly
accountable to people and linked to block smite and Zila Parishad which integrates with
ESF management committee and DDMA respectively.

III.

Other Groups: There are 13 others stakeholder groups in the districts that play an
important role in overall social-economic-political life at the district. These groups
integrate into the system through different ESF functions.

All these stakeholders have their own importance for maintaining quality of life, good
governance and socio-economic-political interests of the districts. So it is important that the
working mechanisms of these stakeholders are disaster resilient and remain functional during
emergencies. In case of emergencies, beyond the important role these stakeholders perform
for their own functional continuity, they also have capacities that can be channelized for local
emergency response and build back better.
This section provides guidance for these stakeholders on important actions for disaster risk
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reduction and emergency response and recovery. This guidance is not exhaustive, the
stakeholders shall go beyond to develop their comprehensive disaster management plans and
technical guidelines and manuals for their specific subjects. Some of these have been suggested
in the guidelines for each stakeholder.
The guidelines for each stakeholder are divided into two volumes: a) Green pocket book that
covers important actions for disaster risk reduction b) Red pocket book that covers important
actions for emergency response and recovery.
5. State and National Linkages
In reference to L concept, based on the impact of the disasters, the disaster may beclassified
into following four categories:


L0 Level: Denotes normal time when there is no disaster like situation. The
localadministration and all stakeholders are functioning normally. This is the time to
focus on Green Book activities.



L1 Level: Disasters which can be handled at the district level, within the
existingresources and capacities. This is the time to focus on Red Book activities.



L2 Level: Disasters which are beyond existing capacities of district authorities and
needactive support from the State agencies.



L3 Level: Disasters which are beyond existing capacities of district and state. It
needssupport from national level agencies.

6. Management of Level 2 Disaster
Key Indicators for decision making of L2 disaster:
• Vast devastation and life loss in large numbers
• Break up of response machinery and local administration
• Large displacement of people
• Emerging secondary public health risks etc.
Authority for declaration of L2 disaster: State relief commissioner on request of DDMA or
directly on advice of state technical agencies and SDMA can declare a particular incident as
state level disaster.
Key Actions for L2 disasters:
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• Seek cooperation of neighboring district as per existing contingency plans and
understanding.
• Request Divisional Commissioner and Relief Commissioner to activate Divisional
resources and mechanisms.
• Request SDMA and Relief Commissioner State for activation of State resources and
mechanism.
•

Prepare for receiving Divisional and state level agencies (resources), their quick
briefing, plan of actions if possible and deployment support.

•

Enable additional capacity of EOC to support State level resources in coordination.

•

Develop strategies for response and recovery in coordination with State authority
and other agencies.

•

After dealing with immediate priorities, Make quick assessment of resources needed
in medium and long term from state and make requisitions for the same.

•

If needed request Armed Forces formation in near vicinity for SOS mobilization in aid
of civil authorities.

•

If needed request for activation of SDRF and other Para military capacities at state
level.

The incident commander may appoint a separate responsible officer for interaction with
Divisional and State agencies.
Support from India Armed Forces:
Having the expertise, the armed forces are of great advantage in minimizing the damage to the
life, property and infrastructure. The armed forces are strategically located throughout the
country.
• The Response Officer (Deputy Development Commissioner) may ask for the assistance of
the armed forces when it seems that the district administration is no more capable of
functioning in the disaster situation.
• The responsible may ask the assistance of the nearby stationed unit of armed forces.
• The armed forces work under the civil administration in the affected area.
• The armed forces will work in close coordination with the EOC of that district.
• The commanding officer of the operating unit will share the situation report with the
responsible officer.
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• As per the situation, the armed force will support the medical, food and shelter needs.
If there is no armed force unit in the district, then the responsible officer may ask the divisional
commissioner to communicate with the commanding officer of the armed force unit in that
area and ask for his assistance.

7. Management of Level 3 Disaster
Key Indicators for decision making of L3 disaster:
• Vast devastation and life loss in large numbers
• Break up of response machinery and local administration
• Large displacement of people
• Emerging secondary public health risks etc.
Assistance for L3 disaster: On request from State Government/SDMA, the
CentralGovernment/NDMA can provide a technical, resource assistance when the damages due
to disaster exceed the coping capacity of the affected state.
Key Actions at DDMA level:
• Seek cooperation of neighboring district as per existing contingency plans and
understanding.
• Request Divisional Commissioner and Relief Commissioner to activate Divisional resources
and mechanisms.
• Request SDMA and Relief Commissioner State for activation of State resources and
mechanism and to do necessary follow up with National authorities.
• Prepare for receiving Divisional, State and National level agencies (resources), their quick
briefing, plan of actions if possible and deployment support.
• Enable additional capacity of EOC to support State/National level resources in
coordination.
• Develop strategies for response and recovery in coordination with authorities and other
agencies at national and state level.
• After dealing with immediate priorities, Make quick assessment of resources needed in
medium and long term from state and make requisitions for the same.
• If needed request Armed Forces formation in near vicinity for SOS mobilization in aid of
civil authorities.
• If needed request for activation of NDRF/SDRF and other Para military capacities at state
level/National level.
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• The incident commander may appoint a separate responsible officer for interaction with
Divisional and State agencies.
Support from Indian Armed Forces:
Having the expertise, the armed forces are of great advantage in minimizing the damage to the
life, property and infrastructure. The armed forces are strategically located throughout the
country.
• The Chairman DDMA or the incident commander may ask for the assistance of the armed
forces when it seems that the district administration is no more capable of functioning in
the disaster situation.
• The armed forces shall work under the civil administration in the affected area and the
commanding officer of the operating unit will share the situation report with the EOC and
DDMA.
 As per the situation the armed force will support the Search and Rescue, medical, food,
shelter, critical logistics and emergency infrastructure needs.

8. Authority
As per National Disaster Management Act 2005, every district shall establish DDMA and the
DDMA shall develop a comprehensive disaster management plan.
9. Responsibility and Accountability
The DDMA will be responsible for the overall planning, coordination and implementation of
plan. As per the National Disaster Management Act, 2005, The DDMA shall be responsible and
accountable to:


Coordinate and monitor the implementation of National and State policies, National,
State and District Disaster Management Plans.



Ensure that the areas in the district vulnerable to disasters are identified and measures
for the prevention of disasters and the mitigation of its effects are undertaken by the
departments of the Government at the district level as well as by the local authorities.



Ensure that the guidelines for prevention of disaster, mitigation of its effect,
preparedness and response measures as laid down by the National Authority and State
Authority are followed by all the line departments at the district level, local authorities
and other concerned authorities.



Review the preparedness and respond measures to any disaster or threatening disaster
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and give direction to the departments or the concerned authorities for the up gradation
of the measures.


Give direction to the district authorities and local authorities to take measures for the
prevention and mitigation of disaster on need.



Monitor the implementation of DDMP and the plans prepared by the district
government departments.



Lay down guidelines to mainstream the DRR measures in the Developmental work to be
followed by the government departments at district level.



Organize and coordinate specialized training programme for different levels of officers,
employees and voluntary rescue workers in the district.



Lay down guidelines for the preparation of departmental Response Plan as per the
District Response plan and ensure that each District departments prepare their own
departmental response plan.



Set up, maintain, review and upgrade the mechanism for early warnings and
dissemination of proper information to public.



Lay down guidelines to the government departments at district level or other district
authorities to response effectively to any threatening disaster or disaster.



Coordinate response to any threatening disaster situation or disaster.



Advice, assist and coordinate government, non-government and other stakeholders
engage in disaster management.



Coordinate, lay down guidelines and provide technical and non-technical support to the
local authorities to take prevention, mitigation and other functions effectively.



Identify safe evacuation sites and make arrangements for the basic evacuation protocol
in those sites.



Establish stockpiles of relief and rescue materials and ensure communication systems
are in order.



Provide information to the State Authority relating to different aspects of disaster
management.



Review and update the district level response plan.



Perform other activities as assigned by the State Authority or the prompt activities
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which are necessary for disaster management.
10. Financial Provisions for District:
As per the National Disaster Management Act, 2005, the various financial provisions available at
district level for implementation of the plan are:
Funds available at National and State level:
The Ministry of 13th Finance Commission has allocated funds for strengthening the disaster
management institutions, capacity building and response mechanisms on the recommendation
of thirteenth finance commission.
Funds allocated for Capacity Building for Disaster Response:
Year wise allocation of fund (in crore)
20102011

State
Jammu and
Kashmir (SDRF)

20112012

20122013

20132014

2014Total
2015 (in Lakhs)

Baramulla

As mentioned in the Disaster Management Act 2005, a fund has been allocated for the capacity
building of the administration for effective disaster response and for preparation of state and
district disaster management plan.
Chief Minister Relief Fund:
Year wise allocation of fund (in crore)

State

20102011

20112012

20122013

20132014

20142015

Total
(in
Lakhs)

J&K (SDRF)

At the state level a provision has been made to provide immediate support to the distress
people affected by the natural calamities and road, air or railways accidents, under Chief
Minister Relief Fund.
Member of Parliament Local Area Development Scheme (MPLADS):
District authority may pool the MPLADS funds for the works permissible in the guidelines and
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the funds will be released by the Nodal District of the MP.
Each member has been allocated Rupees 5 crore for the development of essential functions in
their own constituency. The projects are identified by the MPs and implemented by the district
authority and the allocated fund could be clubbed with existing flagship programs and other
development projects like MNREGA.
MPLADS works can also be implemented in the areas affected by natural calamities. LokSabha
MPs from non-affected states can also recommend permissible work in the affected areas up to
maximum 10 lakh per annum.
In case of Calamity of severe nature, an MP can recommend works up to RS. 50 lakh for the
affected district.
Other sources:
Convergence with Centrally Sponsored Schemes:


Under NREGS, a provision has been made to provide financial relief to the needy
families in the drought affected areas.



Allocation of 5 percent is made under Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme.



10 percent of IndraAwasyojana is earmarked to work for providing housing to the
affected people.



Provision has been made for the mid-day meal to remain functional in the drought hit
areas.

NGO'S and Private Donors:
Once the district authority decides the developmental works or projects the NGOs and private
donors can provide support for incorporating disaster risk reduction measures in ongoing
developmental works. The NGOs and private donors can provide support to the ESF Nodal
agency during relief programme and recovery period as per their available resources.
Insurance:
The Baramulla district is an agrarian, fishing and horticulture district with most of the
population depending on it for their livelihood. The National policy on Disaster Management,
2009, considered that the massive losses caused by disaster cannot be compensate by the
assistance given by the government therefore new financial tools like yield based and weather
based crop insurance programme will be promoted with large scale damages to crops caused
due to natural calamities every year in the district, to provide financial support to the farmers in
case of adverse effect of an event.
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11.Follow Up Actions:
The document i.e. District Disaster Management Plan, Baramulla was evolved out of intensive
consultations at the national, state, district and local level with various stakeholders. Extensive
field visits and in-depth interviews were conducted to include the community and various other
stakeholders along with the government institutions and to establish coordination among
them. There is an urgent need to mainstream the Disaster Risk Reduction in the developmental
works.
DDMA

Task
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

Done
(Yes or No)

Date

Remarks

Prepare
a
comprehensive
contingency plan specific for each
hazard.
Prepare a detail Hazard/Risk
assessment.
Set up an EOC.
Ensure establishment of GP task
force/committee.
Review the DM plan twice a year and
update once in a year.
Updation
of
data/information
annually.
Form an advisory committee to
ensure efficient discharge of its
functions.
Ensure preparation of
detail
Departmental DM Plan / SOPs in
each Government department.
Prepare a checklist of resources
available with all the District
departments and local authorities.
Establish a District Disaster Response
Force.
Prepare Hazard map of the district.
Prepare a format for the deployment
of initial assessment team.
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EOC:
Task
1

Prepare a list of manpower and
equipment.

2

Prepare a List of all the roads and
important infrastructures.
Prepare a list of safe shelters.

3
4

Prepare a list of all the means of
communication and broadcasting.

5

Keep the list of all the Nodal ESF.

6

Prepare a checklist of resources
available with all the nodal ESF.

7

Establish a permanent seat for each
ESF in the EOC hall for emergency
situation.
Checklist for the broadcasting of
information
and
proper
documentation.
List of all the means of information
and broadcasting agencies with full
address.

8

9

Done
(Yes or No)

Date

Remarks

ESF:
Task
1

Prepare a checklist of resources, tools
etc.

2

Prepare a format for minimum
standard of resources, materials etc.

3

Prepare a module to conduct training
and mock drill.

4

Checklist of all the important contact
numbers with postal addresses.

Done
(Yes or No)

Date

Done (Yes
or No)

Date

Remarks

Government Department
Tasks
1.

2.

Remarks

Prepare a Departmental Disaster
Management Plan and specific
SOPs
Prepare a detail Hazard/Risk
assessment.
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3.
4.

5.

Nominate one nodal person for
disaster management.
Prepare a list of staffs and clearly
define
their
roles
and
responsibility.
Prepare a checklist of resources
available within the department.

6.

Prepare a list of the resources,
materials needed for effective
discharging of their responsibility
and procuring the same

7.

Format for collection of information
and proper documentation.

GP Committees
Task
1

2
3
4

Done
(Yes or
No)

Date

Remarks

Nominate the members for each
committee within 3 months of the
release of DDMP.
Prepare a detail Hazard/Risk
assessment.
Clearly define the role and
responsibility of each member
Checklist of the resources available
within the committee.
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